
#41321, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, SKYLINE

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 88 m² €1,300 CHECK AVAILABILITY

ALL OPT CITY CE YES 1 1 1 10 YES YES 6 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 1 8

Attractive apartment, located in an exclusive location in one of the most modern complexes, Skyline, overlooking the river, facing

southwest. The project is designed according to the highest world standards. The apartment is designed and equipped for use as

an office space, and is located on the eighth floor in one of the towers surrounded by a square - Skyline piazza and the Tri kljuca

(Three Keys) Park, overlooking the city center. The largest private pool in Belgrade, the spa and fitness area are at your disposal.

It consists of a comfortable living room, which connected with a kitchen and dining area, and a large terrace which overlooks an

exceptional panoramic view of the piazza and the park in front of the complex, from the wooded slopes of Kosutnjak to Ada Lake

and the New Belgrade side of the city. The lobby has a hub for all types of communications, a toilet and a smaller room,

overlooking the city. From the corridor one also enters the largest room, which has its own bathroom. The apartment has central

heating on demand, while the complex itself has video surveillance, card access, 24/7 reception, as well as professional

maintenance of the building. The apartment has oak flooring and Italian ceramics. Multiple parking spaces are provided in the

garage of the building, which spans six underground floors, and they are paid separately, depending on whether it is a premium

or a normal parking space. A very modern property, rich in natural light, suitable for the work and life of a modern man.
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